Advances in high-throughput sequencing have increased the availability of microbiome sequencing data that can be exploited to characterize microbiome community structure in situ. We explore using word and sentence embedding approaches for nucleotide sequences since they may be a suitable numerical representation for downstream machine learning applications (especially deep learning). This work involves first encoding ("embedding") each sequence into a dense, low-dimensional, numeric vector space. Here, we use Skip-Gram word2vec to embed k -mers, obtained from 16S rRNA amplicon surveys, and then leverage an existing sentence embedding technique to embed all sequences belonging to specific body sites or samples. We demonstrate that these representations are biologically meaningful, and hence the embedding space can be exploited as a form of feature extraction for exploratory analysis. We show that sequence embeddings preserve relevant information about the sequencing data such as k -mer context, sequence taxonomy, and sample class. Specifically, the sequence embedding space resolved differences among phyla, as well as differences among genera within the same family. Distances between sequence embeddings had similar qualities to distances between alignment identities, and embedding multiple sequences can be thought of as generating a consensus sequence. Using sample embeddings for body site classification resulted in negligible performance loss compared to using OTU abundance data. Lastly, the k -mer embedding space captured distinct k -mer profiles that mapped to specific regions of the 16S rRNA gene and corresponded with particular body sites. Together, our results show that embedding sequences results in meaningful representations that can be used for exploratory analyses or for downstream machine learning applications that require numeric data. Moreover, because the embeddings are trained in an unsupervised manner, unlabeled data can be embedded and used to bolster supervised machine learning tasks.
that their context is preserved (the position of k -mers relative to their neighbors), and 49 they become suitable for down-stream machine learning approaches. Recent work has 50 successfully embedded short, variable-length DNA k -mers [13] , as well as protein 51 sequences for down-stream tasks such as protein structure prediction [28] . Ng [13] 52 showed that the cosine similarity between embedded k -mers is positively correlated with 53 Needleman-Wunsch scores obtained via global sequence alignment. In addition, he 54 showed that vector arithmetic of two k -mer embeddings is analogous to concatenating 55 their nucleotide sequences. This finding is consistent with work demonstrating the 56 ability of vector arithmetic to solve word analogies, such as "King is to Queen, as Man 57 is to " [29] . 58 Thus, here we explore word embeddings as a means to represent 16S rRNA amplicon 59 sequences, obtained from microbiome samples, as dense, low-dimensional features that 60 preserve k -mer context (i.e., leverage the relative position of k -mers to their neighbors). 61 We use Skip-Gram word2vec to perform the initial k -mer embedding. Then, we leverage 62 an existing sentence embedding technique [30] to embed individual nucleotide sequences 63 or sets of sequences (e.g., all sequences belonging to a given sample) from k -mer sequence-embedded using the sentence embedding approach by [30] . Briefly, for each 134 sequence of length N, its N − k + 1 k -mers were embedded into vectors of length d. 135 With these k -mer embeddings, we calculated a weighted average by summing across all 136 k -mer embeddings (element-wise), down-weighting high-frequency k -mers, and dividing 137 by the total number of k -mers (N − k + 1). The sequence embedding was then obtained 138 b subtracting its projection to its first principal component (denoising) . 139 Taxa separate in the sequence embedding space at phylum and genus levels 140
To visualize the sequence embedding space, we performed dimensionality reduction with 141 t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [32] . Fig 1 shows the 142 2-dimensional projections of 256-dimensional sequence embeddings that were formed by 143 averaging 10-mer (k -mer where k=10) embeddings. Shown are the eight most abundant 144 phyla (A). Sequences (points) grouped as a function of their phylum classification. 145 When we focus on genus classifications within a family, grouping persists. For example, 146 within Bacillaceae (B, top), sequences from Geobacillus spp. Embedding results were generated using 256 dimensional embeddings of 10-mers that were denoised. A: 2-dimensional projection via t-SNE of the sequence embedding space from 14,520 KEGG 16S sequences. The position of each sequence (points) are colored based on their phylum designation. B: t-SNE projection of sequences that belong to different genera within the same family. Within-taxon distribution of pairwise sequence alignment similarity verses pairwise embedding similarity. Embedding results were generated using 256 dimensional embeddings of 10-mers that were denoised. For a given taxonomic level, the red violin plots represent the distribution of pairwise cosine similarity between all sequence embeddings from the 14,520 KEGG 16S rRNA sequences, whereas the blue violin plots represent the distribution of pairwise nucleotide sequence identity using global alignment via v-search. Both sets of scores were z-scored to make them visually comparable. Linear regression best fit lines are shown to ease interpretation. particularly in its ability to resolve subtle differences among sequences in terms of some 199 similarity statistics, we clustered the KEGG 16S sequence embeddings. We used 200 K -means [34] , which iteratively clusters sequence embeddings into the closest centroid 201 and updates the centroid based on each cluster it contains. The free parameter K was 202 chosen according to the total number of taxa in a given taxonomic level. For example, 203 at the species level, there were 385 unique taxa; thus, we set K to 385, which resulted in 204 385 K -means generated clusters. Table 1 shows the clustering performance for one of the embedding models (10-mers, 206 256 dimensions, denoised). K -means performed best at the species level for all metrics. 207 For higher taxonomic levels, performance declined. This shows that the sequence 208 embedding preserved short-and medium-term distance better than long-term distance -209 that is, similar sequences remain close in the embedding space. While the similarity 210 between sequences belonging to different phyla is not well preserved in the embedding 211 space, the clustering performance still suggests that the sequence embeddings are 212 informative and capable of preserving the sequence similarity among nucleotide 213 sequences. Next we aimed to try our embedding approach on empirical data. We obtained 217 sequencing data of microbiota from three body sites sequenced by the American Gut 218 project [35] . After preprocessing, 11,341 samples from each of three body sites (fecal, 219 skin, oral) were embedded. Unlike the KEGG 16S sequences described above, the fact 220 that these are reads (and not full-length 16S rRNA sequences) presents a new challenge 221 in that they are significantly shorter, spanning only 125 nucleotides per read; thus, each 222 read is composed of, at most, 116 k -mers for a 10-mer embedding. The k -mer, sequence, 223 and sample embedding spaces are shown in Fig 4. There was clear grouping among 224 samples from body sites ( Fig 4C) and phyla for sample and sequence embeddings, 225 respectively ( Fig 4B) . For the k -mer embedding, discerning any meaningful patterns is 226 more difficult since the embedding simply encodes contextual information for each 227 k -mer. We were interested in the relative position of single nucleotide differences for a 228 given k -mer. In Fig 4A, we mark the position of every 10-mer present that differs from 229 AAAAAAAAAA by one nucleotide. As expected, despite subtle differences among the 230 10-mers, their relative position in the embedding space is broad, suggesting that each 231 10-mer's context significantly influenced its embedding.
Pairwise cosine similarity between sequence embeddings agrees with
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Sample embeddings show negligible performance loss compared to OTU 233 abundances for classification 234 We evaluated testing performance using 256-dimensional sample embeddings as features 235 to classify body site (fecal, skin, oral). We used a multinomial lasso classifier [36, 37] to 236 obtain a sparse set of regression coefficients that we could use to interrogate predictive 237 nodes at both sequence and k -mer embedding levels. We compared generalizability 238 (testing performance) of five different sets of features: (1) QIIME-generated [11] OTU 239 abundances (centered-log-ratio (clr) transformed [38, 39] ), (2) the top-256 principal increases. Hence, the interpretation of the hidden layers in neural networks is an active 267 area of research [26, [40] [41] [42] [43] . One approach is to train a model and then traceback from 268 its prediction to identify key features influential in the classification decision [40, 44] . By 269 performing classification with the sample embedding treated as features, we can 270 traceback to disentangle how key nodes represented the embedding (e.g., whether 271 particular nodes activated as a function of taxon), as well as discern the impact specific 272 reads, and hence taxa, had on both the sample embedding and classification. 273 We obtained the same sparse set of regression coefficients that were estimated via 274 lasso to classify body site using sample embeddings of the American Gut data (see "skin" classification. Highly influential genera among these reads include Granulicatella, 289 Gemella, and Streptococcus, which is consistent with work linking these genera to 290 microbiota inhabiting the nares [45] , as well as work demonstrating shifts in Gemella 291 and Streptococcus occurring in response to atopic dermatitis [46] . As 4263 Bacteroidetes 292 reads were introduced to the sample embedding, the classifier began to favor a "feces" 293 classification. However, influential reads predominantly belonged to Flavobacteriaceae, 294 a family often associated with oral microbiota [47, 48] . Perhaps during training, the 295 encoding of this family became associated with k-mers belonging to gut sequences.
296
Thus, the fact that the classifier incorrectly associated these oral microbiota with the been linked to oral microbiota [47, 48] . Acinetobacter reads (read index=10866) that 305 were favorable to a fecal classification were then introduced. Acinetobacter has been 306 May 3, 2018 10/23 linked dental plaque accumulation, nosocomial respiratory disease, poor cholesterol 307 profiles, gut dysbiosis, and colorectal cancer [50] [51] [52] [53] ; thus, Acinetobacter 's association 308 with both oral and gut microbiota may have also contributed to the misclassification. 309 Finally, Pseudomonas and Stenotrophomonas reads (read index=21189), as well as a 310 short-lived contribution of Atopobium, Rothia, and Actinomyces reads from the phylum 311 Actinobacteria (read index=31655) shifted the classifier closer to a tongue classification, 312 which is consistent with literature [5, 48] . However, these oral shifts were unable to 313 outweigh the misclassifications from the Flavobacteriaceae, and thus "fecal" was the When we focused on individual nodes (dimensions in the embedding space), we were 316 able to link nodes to specific taxa. For example, nodes 44 Because the embedding was trained with k -mers, and each sequence or sample 327 embedding therefore amounts to a weighted sum of k -mer embedding vectors, we found 328 it necessary to traceback further to the encoded k -mer information. This is similar to 329 the question found in natural language processing where feature interpretation is 330 necessary to elucidate how the neural network represents saliency and 331 compositionality [26] . Trying to extract meaning from sequences of nucleotides is 332 obviously a different question, but nevertheless, much can be learned from natural 333 language processing in understanding the context of a given k -mer, its co-occurrence 334 profile, and how sequential sets of k -mers influence a classification decision differently 335 than their constituent parts. For example, recent work has attempted to identify 336 regulatory regions in genomic sequences in this manner [41] .
337
Thus, our objectives were to identify (1) k -mers that strongly influence the To further characterize the k -mer profiles, we associated high-activation k -mers with 368 the neighborhood of their read from which they originated. For each set of reads that 369 contained the high-activation k -mers, we randomly sampled 25,000 reads and performed 370 May 3, 2018 12/23
multiple alignment. Fig 6 shows AACTGTTGCT, GAAACCGTGC) that span nucleotide 500 in the multiple alignment 377 mapped to reads from Catonella (120 reads), Clostridium (59), Oribacterium (27),
378
Stomatobaculum (101), and two unclassified genera (340). For each of these 6 k -mers, 379 we calculated their nearest k -mer neighbors -that is, all k -mer embeddings with cosine 380 similarity greater than 0.25 (arbitrarily chosen). TTTGGAGCTA and GAAACCGTGC 381 shared ten neighbors, whereas TTTCGGAACT, CCAGAACTGA, and ACTTATAAAC 382 shared one, suggesting that some context (neighboring k -mers) was shared among these 383 k -mers. This helps confirm the positional relationship seen in Fig 6. Coupling these 384 results with our observation that intra-family genera separate in the embedding space 385 (Fig 1) , this region of the multiple alignment may pinpoint a key location of the 16S 386 rRNA variable region that distinguishes these taxa. While we do acknowledge this claim 387 garners additional evidence, we do feel it is worthy of future work, particularly with 388 datasets that can yield more trustworthy taxonomic assignments. In addition, another 389 interesting avenue for future work may involve using full length 16S rRNA sequences to 390 identify associations between k -mer and sequence embeddings to elucidate which 391 variable regions are favored by specific taxa.
392
The embedding corpora increases in an embedding, common k -mer embeddings begin to dominate in the same 419 way that stop-words such as "the" may affect sentence embeddings. This, in turn, 420 would explain the third trend: denoising mitigates this effect by removing the most 421 common component that captures a mean background signal. Thus, we can conclude 422 that denoising is pertinent in tasks involving cosine similarity where resolving subtle 423 differences between sequences is paramount. Moreover, as the number of sequences 424 introduced increases, denoising becomes more important.
425
Conclusion 426
Here we have applied word and sentence embedding approaches to generate k -mer, 427 sequence, and sample embeddings of 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing data. We present 428 our results at a time when deep neural network approaches are readily being applied to 429 genomic sequencing data [54] . Although these approaches have been utilized to a lesser 430 extent in microbiome research, increased use is likely inevitable as sequencing data 431 becomes more available. Thus, obtaining meaningful numeric representations of 432 microbiome sequences that does not suffer from the curse of dimensionality and can act 433 as input to various machine learning architectures is necessary.
434
Our work demonstrates that sequence and sample embeddings are dense, sequencing data such as k -mer context, sequence taxonomy, and sample class. We have 437 shown that these representations are biologically meaningful and hence the embedding 438 space can be exploited as a form of feature extraction for the exploratory phase of a For the input layer, given a vocabulary of length V, a single word w is encoded as a 461 one-hot-vector of length V, where all elements in the vector are zero except the position 462 corresponding to the target word w. The output layer is a vector of length V that 463 contains the probability a randomly sampled word ¬w is w, which is obtained with a 464 softmax function. The hidden layer is of size V × d, where d dictates the dimensionality 465 of the embedding space and is much smaller in size than the vocabulary: d << V . Each 466 row in the hidden layer corresponds to the embedding of some word w.
467
Training is accomplished via negative sampling to accelerate the training process.
468
Instead of updating the hidden layer for the entire vocabulary each pass, for a given 469 word w, a sampled subset of negative example words along with w are selected. The 470 rows of the hidden layer corresponding only to these words are updated each pass. The 471 number and frequency in which words are selected as negative samples can be tuned 472 (e.g., down-weighting high-frequency words).
473
Training data preprocessing and word2vec training 474 We obtained 1,262,986 full length 16S rRNA amplicon sequences from the GeneGenes 475 database [55] . Full length sequences were used to ensure that our embeddings were 476 region agnostic, in that the embedding would be trained on context windows found in 477 any variable or conserved region throughout the 16S rRNA gene, permitting query 478 sequences to be embedded irrespective to the region of the gene they spanned. For each 479 sequence of length N, we generated all possible subsequences (N − k + 1) of length k 480 (k -mers), In natural language processing terms, these k -mers were treated as words 481 belonging to a corpus, and the set of all unique k -mers comprise the corpus's vocabulary. 482 k-mers with degenerate bases (bases other than ACGT) were removed. Two training 483 sets were created for k -mer lengths of 6 (6-mers) and 10 (10-mers).
484
k -mer embeddings were trained using gensim's Skip-Gram word2vec implementation 485 over 5 epochs [56] . k -mers occurring fewer than 100 times were removed. We varied the 486 parameters to generate 48 model parameterizations. Using 6-mers and 10-mers, we 487 varied the dimensionality of the embedding (64, 128, 256); the threshold in which high 488 frequency k -mers were down-sampled (0.0001, 0.000001); the number of negative 489 samples (10, 20) ; and the width of the context window (20, 50) . Other parameters were 490 set to their default values.
491
KEGG data acquisition 492 16,399 full length 16S rRNA amplicon sequences were obtained from the KEGG REST 493 server (9/2017).
494
American Gut data acquisition and preprocessing 495 188,484,747 16S rRNA amplicon reads from the American Gut project (ERP012803, 496 02/21/2017) underwent quality trimming and filtering. Sequences were trimmed at 497 positions 10 and 135 based on visualizing the quality score of sampled sequences as a 498 function of base position [12] . Then, sequences were truncated at positions with quality 499 scores less than or equal to 2. Truncated sequences with total expected errors greater 500 than 2 were removed. Some American Gut samples were contaminated by bacterial 501 blooming during shipment. Contaminated sequences were removed using the protocol 502 provided in the American Gut documentation (02-filter sequences for blooms.md). Only 503 sequences from fecal, hand, head, and tongue body sites were kept. Head and hand were 504 merged into a "skin" category. Any remaining samples with fewer than 10,000 total 505 reads were removed.
506
American gut OTU picking 507 Closed-reference OTU picking was performed with QIIME using SortMeRNA against 508 GreenGenes v13.5 at 97% sequence identity [11] . Library size was normalized via clr, 509 where the normalized vector of abundances x * s for sample s was obtained by 510
x * s = log [(x s + 1) /g s ], where g s is the geometric mean for sample s,
and x is the unnormalized abundance of a single OTU.
512
Embedding sequences, samples, body sites, and clusters 513
To generate a sequence embedding, the weighted embeddings of all k -mers m belonging 514 to sequence r were summed and then normalized by the total number of k -mers M r in 515 sequence r. Each k -mer was weighted based on its frequency within the query set of 516 sequences (sequences to be embedded, but not the sequences initially used for training). 517 Note this down-weighting is distinct from the down-weighting used during training, 518 which down-weighted k -mers based on their frequency in the training (GreenGenes) 519 sequences. Thus, we have 520 ε (raw)
where ε m is the d-dimensional embedding for k -mer m, f m is the frequency of k -mer 521 m across the entire set of query sequences to be embedded, a is the parameter to control 522 the degree in which k -mer m is down-weighted, and M r is the total number of k -mers 523 embedded into sequence r (i.e., the total number of k -mers belonging to sequence r that 524 were also present in the training set and thus have embeddings). The resulting raw 525 sequence embedding was then denoised by removing its projection to its first principle 526 component,
where ν is the first principle component obtained via singular value decomposition. 528 For sample, cluster, or body site embeddings, the process was instead applied to all 529 k -mers belonging to all sequences from a specific sample, all sequences from a specific 530 cluster, or all sequences from all samples from a specific body site, respectively. Note 531 that k-mers with degenerate bases were removed (bases other than ACGT); thus, some 532 sequences received no embedding due to no k -mers intersecting with the training k -mer 533 embeddings.
534
Cosine similarity between embeddings 535
For an embedding A, its cosine similarity with respect to embedding B is defined as 
